
AQA Python, Senior Python 
Developer, & Rigger for a Videogame 

Development Studio

About fraglab

Frag Lab is a videogame development studio 

focused on next-gen AAA free-to-play FPS 

Shatterline.


Based on the success of one of the best free-

to-play FPS titles developed in Eastern Europe.

Company name: FragLab

Industry: Computer Game 
Development (AAA game)

Location: Kyiv, Ukraine

Company size: 150+ employees



The client requested 3 rare Senior Level 

technicians ready to visit the office in Kyiv 

with the delicate technical features. 


The main requirements were: NoSQL, OOP, 

OOD, 3+ year  QA, REST architecture, 3D 

software (Maya, 3Ds Max, Motion Builder), 

Unity & Unreal Engine, etc.

Client’s reQuest

The biggest challenge was finding a candidate 

whose experience "hit the bull's eye" of the 

gaming platform. Only a few specialists in 

Ukraine have experience with a similar 

product, so the list of candidates was limited. 


Our recruiters have successfully hired narrow 

specialists: Automation Python Developer, 

Senior Python Developer, and Technical 

Animator (Rigger). Each of them was an 

excellent fit for gamе development.

OUR approach

Recruitment Team Lead at StaffingPartner

Project Account Manager
Viktoria Korol



The outcome

StaffingPartner successfully hired 3 high-level 
IT specialists with experience in AAA game 
development. 

We are always ready to quickly find even the 
rarest IT candidates for a client’s request. Whether 
it is game, service, website, or app development.

staffingpartner.net

StaffingPartner is one of the best agencies we have 
worked with. Each of the developers StaffingPartner has 
provided is an excellent fit for the client's internal team. 
StaffingPartner leads a seamless workflow and is very 
customer-oriented. 


Moreover, they constantly ask for feedback, find 
candidates fast, and communicate effectively with the 
client and the resources.

FragLab is a company that  respond to with great 
interest. The company has various positions, from the 
usual ones for their market segment to rare and "exotic" 
ones. Specialists are offered work on exciting projects. 


The HR Department believes that each employee is 
part of a well-coordinated mechanism. The candidates 
we hired at FragLab are happy to work with the 
company now. 

Recruiter’s comment: Client’s comment:

reviews
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